This paper formulates a team orienteering problem with multiple fixed-wing drones and develops a branch-and-price algorithm to solve the problem to optimality. Fixed-wing drones, unlike rotary drones, have kinematic constraints associated with them, thereby preventing them to make on-the-spot turns and restricting them to a minimum turn radius. This paper presents the implications of these constraints on the drone routing problem formulation and proposes a systematic technique to address them in the context of the team orienteering problem. Furthermore, a novel branch-and-price algorithm with acceleration schemes and branching techniques specific to the constraints imposed due to fixed-wing drones are proposed. Extensive computational experiments on benchmark instances corroborating the effectiveness of the algorithms are also presented.
visit as many checkpoints as possible and return to the control point within a given time frame. Each checkpoint has a certain score and the objective is to maximize the total collected score. Ever since the problem's inception, many variants of the OP have been used in mapping applications [20] , tourism, logistics etc. (see [32] and references therein). Both exact [10] and heuristic approaches [22, 11] to solve OP have received extensive attention in the literature. The focus of this article is on the team orienteering problem (TOP) [4, 30] which is a multi-vehicle generalization of OP that corresponds to playing the game of orienteering by teams of several persons, each collecting scores during the same time span. Practical applications of the TOP range from athlete recruitment [2] to technician routing [30] . The main reason for choosing the TOP for this article is its applicability in a mapping or surveying application for multiple fixed-wing drones. Though many other variants of the OP could also have been considered, we chose the TOP for its simplicity and to demonstrate computational issues encountered when including only kinematic constraints of fixed-wing drones without adding other complicating mission restrictions (like time-windows [25] ). Many exact approaches have been developed for the TOP including branch-and-cut [9] , branch-and-price [1, 14] , and branch-cut-and-price algorithms [21] . Among all these approaches, the branch-and-price algorithm in [14] is known to be the best algorithm to solve the TOP to optimality. Furthermore, branch-and-price has also been used to solve certain variants of the VRP with drones (without kinematic constraints) successfully to optimality [33] .
Hence, in this article, we develop a branch-and-price algorithm to solve the TOP for fixed-wing drones to optimality with a focus on algorithmic aspects specific to these drones. In this context, we also note that the classical TOP is a relaxation of the TOP for fixed-wing drones in the sense that it ignores kinematic constraints. Hence, any exact approach developed for the TOP would directly provide an upper bound to the optimal objective of the TOP with fixed-wing drones. Next, we discuss literature in the context of drone VRPs which have addressed some version of the kinematic constraints and developed heuristic algorithms to solve them.
The first work in the literature to stress the importance of kinematic constraints in the context of path planning for fixed-wing drones is [31] . Though no explicit VRPs was formulated in that [30] , it was the starting point for many papers [26, 23, 15] that formulated the traveling salesman problem (TSP) with a fixed-wing drone. This problem is also referred to as the "Dubins TSP" in the literature, since it was L. E. Dubins in his seminal paper in 1957 [8] who solved the shortest path problem for a fixed-wing drone to go from source to a destination with specified angles of departure and arrival while satisfying the kinematic constraints of the drone. The focus of all these articles [26, 23, 15] was to develop a technique to include the kinematic constraints of the fixed-wing drones to the TSP rather than solve the resulting problems themselves to optimality. The approach that was taken by all the papers was to eventually transform the TSP with fixed-wing drones to an asymmetric TSP, albeit a huge one, and solve it either using the Concorde (http://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/tsp/concorde.html) TSP solver or heuristics. This severely restricted the problem sizes that can be solved to optimality.
A similar approach using the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) algorithm was developed for the Dubins OP with a single fixed-wing drone [20] . In [20] , the focus was again to formulate the OP to include kinematic constraints and use a VNS to solve the problem heuristically. Finally, all approaches and problems considered thus far in this section that includes kinematic constraints only deal with single vehicle variants. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work in the literature that attempts to develop a comprehensive exact approach to solve multi-drone VRPs with kinematic constraints to optimality. This article is the first work that takes a step in that direction using a TOP approach.
In summary, the following are the main contributions of the article: (i) we first formulate a team orienteering problem for homogeneous fixed-wing drones and develop the first concurrent B&P algorithm to solve it to optimality (ii) we develop a new labeling approach referred to as 'Interleaved Decremental State Space Relaxation' (I-DSSR) to solve the pricing problem while utilizing the structure of the problem; this approach is shown to be fairly general and is a alization of the TOP with multiple homogeneous fixed-wing drones whose paths have to satisfy kinematic constraints. In practice, this involves accounting for heading angles at targets since the shortest path between any pair of targets for any vehicle depends on the heading angle of the vehicle at both targets and its maximum yaw-rate. If the heading angles at each target for any vehicle is specified a priory, then the DTOP reduces to asymmetric TOP. The asymmetry arises from the fact that the shortest path length may change when the vehicle is traveling from target t to u as opposed to u to t even for fixed-heading angles at t and u. Suppose that the sequence of target visits for each path is specified. Then, computing a path satisfying kinematic constraints through this sequence involves computing the heading angles at each target. This itself is an NP-hard optimal control problem with intermediate state constraints [13] . In this article, we present an approach that decouples the combinatorial and optimal control problems and reduces the DTOP to a pure combinatorial problem by discretizing heading angles at each target. This approach is not new and has been previously proposed in the literature [16] in the context of developing heuristics and transformation algorithms. Once decoupled, we obtain a generalization of the asymmetric TOP with a set of vertices for each target with the vehicles having to visit at most one vertex from each target set. We develop an exact B&P algorithm for this discretized version of the DTOP. We note that this discretization scheme is very general and can be used for any VRP with fixed-wing drones. Throughout the rest of the article, we refer to the discretized version of the DTOP as the D-DTOP.
We first introduce some notations to formally state the D-DTOP. We are given m fixed-wing drones or Dubins vehicles with a maximum yaw-rate of α.
All vehicles are assumed to travel at constant speed. Let the set of targets be denoted by T " t1, . . . , nu Y ts, du (s is the source target where m vehicles are initially stationed and d is the destination where the m vehicle paths have to terminate). Associated with each target t P T is a non-negative score p t that is collected when any vehicle visits t. The targets s and d are assigned zero scores. Any vehicle can arrive at and depart from any target at a heading angle chosen from the set Θ " tθ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ k u. Hence, each target t P T is associated with a set of k vertices denoted by the set V t . When any vehicle visits a vertex v P V t , this in turn translates to the vehicle arriving at and departing from the target t at a heading angle that corresponds to the vertex v. For any vertex v, we let β v denote the heading angle corresponding to the vertex v. A path from vertex p P V t to q P V u for distinct targets t, u P T is assigned a length c pq , that is given by the shortest Dubins path from target t to target u with angle of departure and arrival set to β p and β q . With these notations, the D-DTOP is formulated on a directed graph G " pV, Eq, where V " Ť tPT V t is the union of the vertex sets for all targets. The edge set E consists of all the edges between any pair of vertices i, j P V that connect distinct targets. The objective of the D-DTOP is to compute m paths, one for each vehicle, that start at some vertex in the source target, visits a subset of vertices such that at most one vertex is visited from each set V t , t P T and ends in some vertex in the destination target, while keeping the length of each path less than a pre-specified limit L max .
Similar to the TOP, the D-DTOP aims to maximize the sum of collected scores.
A feasible solution to an instance of the D-DTOP is shown in Fig. 4 . In the next section, we present a set-packing formulation for the D-DTOP inspired by previous work on the TOP [1] .
Mathematical formulation
Let R " tr 1 , r 2 , . . . , r |R| u denote the set of possible routes where each route starts at some vertex in V s , visits a subset of vertices such that at most one vertex is visited from each target, and ends at some vertex in V d with total path length at most L max . Let z r be a binary decision variable that takes a value of 1 if route r P R is used and 0 otherwise. Let p r denote the route score, i.e. the sum of scores of targets on the route. We identify targets visited by route r using a binary parameter a tr that has value 1 for each target t visited by the route and 0 for other targets. Then the D-DTOP can be formulated as follows:
ÿ rPR a tr z r ď 1,
Constraint (2) limits the number of routes to m. Constraints (3) ensure that at most one visit is made to each target. We first present an approach to solve the continuous relaxation of Eq. (1) -(4) using column generation, a natural fit here due to the exponential size of R. We then embed this approach into a branchand-bound framework to find an optimal solution to the binary formulation.
Throughout the rest of the article, we will refer to the linear relaxation of Eq.
(1) -(4) as the Master Problem (MP).
Branch-and-Price algorithm
Our proposed B&P algorithm for the exact resolution of the D-DTOP is structured similar to the B&P algorithm for the TOP in [1] . Our approach deviates from [1] in the algorithms used for solving the pricing sub-problems, the branching scheme and other enhancements specific to the D-DTOP. In the subsequent paragraph, we present the column generation algorithm that computes an upper bound for the D-DTOP by solving MP.
Column-generation for solving MP
The algorithm starts with a Restricted MP (RMP) that contains a limited number of routes in R. It then iterates between solving RMP to update reduced cost values and searching for positive reduced cost routes. It terminates when no such route can be found as optimality has been reached. To define the reduced cost of a route, we let λ 0 and λ t denote the dual variables associated with the 
Hence, finding a route with a positive reduced cost in equivalent solving a resource-constrained elementary shortest path problem (RCESPP) with a negative cost λ t´pt for every target T on the graph G. We note that the RCESPP itself is an NP-hard problem [5] .
Pricing problem algorithm
Our approach to solve the pricing problem builds on the bounded bi-directional dynamic programming procedure with a Decremental State Space Relaxation (DSSR). DSSR was originally proposed in [24] , and also shown to be computationally effective for TOP and its variants [25, 14] . While it is possible to directly use this procedure on the graph G with the updated reduced costs in Sec. 5.1, this will not exploit problem structure unique to D-DTOP. Hence, we made several enhancements to the DSSR specific to the D-DTOP, which we describe in the subsequent sections. A flow chart of the pricing algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 for clarity.
We first present a brief overview of the labeling procedure proposed in [25] that relies on DSSR. It uses bi-directional search by building and extending both forward and backward labels. Paths are generated by feasible joins of forward labels with backward labels. Extensions are bounded by the consumption of a critical resource, which cannot exceed half of its limit. The labeling procedure of
[25] performs these operations sequentially; all forward extensions are generated, followed by backward extensions and then joins. One way to use this procedure for multi-vehicle problems is shown in [14] . This version includes early exits when good quality paths are found and relaxation of label dominance conditions in early iterations. For the D-DTOP, we present further enhancements as part of a scheme we refer to as "Interleaved DSSR" (I-DSSR). This procedure is applicable to any RCESPP considered in [25] and provides substantial speedup over the traditional approaches in [25, 14] .
Interleaved DSSR
Interleaved DSSR (I-DSSR) also uses bounded bi-directional search to find candidate paths. The main difference from DSSR is the interleaving of joins and extensions in the search phase of the DSSR that allow early exit conditions to kick in much sooner in several pricing and search iterations. Moreover, though I-DSSR builds paths through vertices, it relies on the notion of critical targets, a set of targets to which multiple visits are not allowed. This set is empty when search starts. It is updated at the end of each search iteration with targets that are visited multiple times by the path with highest reduced cost.
To describe I-DSSR for the D-DTOP, we introduce some notations. A label is defined by pS, , c, b, iq, where S is the set of critical targets visited, is the length of the partial path, c is the reduced cost of the partial path, b " c{ is the bang-for-buck i.e. reduced cost per unit length, and i is the last vertex reached. If a target t P T is contained in the critical target set at a particular iteration, revisits to any vertex in V t are forbidden during extensions and joins in that iteration. Each generated forward or backward label is stored in two containers.
An unprocessed forward (backward) label container, denoted by U f w (U bw ), is used to store the unprocessed labels in decreasing order of b values. This can be achieved efficiently by making the containers U f w and U bw max-priority queues ordered by b. Once a forward (backward) label is processed, it is stored in a non- Initialize U f w and N D f w with pH, 0, 0, 0, vq for v P V s 3:
while e is False and either of U f w , U bw is non-empty do 6:
if e is False then if U " H then 3: return False 4:
if Feasible(L i , L) and HalfWay(L i , L) then 7:
r join Ð path joining L i and L 8:
r Ð r join if r join has higher reduced cost than r 9:
if r join is elementary then 10:
if |R`| ě MaxNumPaths then 12: return True
13:
L ex ÐExtendLabel(L) Ź returns all possible extensions 14: for L 1 in L ex do 15: if L 1 is not dominated by labels in N D e then 16:
if L 1 has path length at most L max {2 then 18:
return False exit conditions that provide substantial computational speed up. The parameter MaxNumPaths is used to prematurely exit searching i.e., at any point in the main loop where |R`| ě MaxNumPaths.
On termination, the function InterleavedSearch returns r and R`. The pricing algorithm then checks if the path given r is elementary. If so, the search is restarted with an empty critical vertex set and the updated duals obtained by resolving RMP with r. A similar restart occurs if r is non-elementary, but |R`| is greater than a parameter MaxElementaryPaths. Otherwise, I-DSSR is restarted with the same duals, but by adding the targets that are visited multiple times in the r to the critical vertex set (updateC() in Fig. 5 ). This entire process iterates till no positive reduced columns are obtained in which case, the MP is solved to optimality. We note that in [14] , the parameter
MaxElementaryPaths is always set to one.
The 
Dominance rules
Given two labels,
dominates L 2 if the following conditions are satisfied:
with at least one of the inequalities being strict. Despite these rules, early search iterations can result in a large number of labels. To mitigate this, we propose a dominance rule relaxation, referred to as (R), that removes condition (iii) from the dominance check in (6) . This relaxation results in the loss of guarantee that the best positive reduced cost path will be found. Hence, when the relaxation (R) terminates, we run I-DSSR again with all rules in (6) . Similar relaxations have been been proposed for team orienteering in [14] , and observed to computationally speed up search in the context of truck and trailer routing [7] . In the following section, we present the branching scheme for a branch-andbound algorithm that uses I-DSSR to solve the D-DTOP to optimality.
Branching scheme
If an optimal solution to the MP in Eq. (1)-(4) is fractional, we use a branching scheme similar to the vertex branching scheme in [1] for the TOP.
We perform the following types of branching in stated order:
(i) Target branching: Select a target t with fractional flow. Create two subproblems, one enforcing a visit to t and one forbidding visits to t. When multiple targets are available, select one with least value of λ t´pt .
(ii) Target connection branching: Select a target connection pt 1 , t 2 q with fractional flow. If visits to t 1 or t 2 are already enforced, create two subproblems by enforcing and prohibiting direct connections between t 1 and t 2 . Otherwise, create three sub-problems. The first prohibits visits to t 1 .
The second enforces visits to t 1 and prohibits direct connections from t 1 to t 2 . The third enforces visits to t 1 and enforces a direct connection between t 1 and t 2 . When multiple candidate edges are available, select an edge that starts from a target with least λ t´pt .
We forbid targets and target connections by building a reduced graph. This graph is constructed from the original graph by removing vertices of all forbidden targets, and edges between vertices of all forbidden target connections.
Target and connection visits are enforced by adding additional constraints to MP. Presenting these constraints requires more notation. LetT be the set of targets in the reduced graph, ET ĎT be the set of targets with enforced visits, and C " tpt 1 , t 2 q : t 1 PT , t 2 PT u be the set of enforced target connections.
Let b cr be a binary parameter with value 1 if route r uses target connection c " pt 1 , t 2 q P C, i.e. uses an edge between a vertex in V t1 and V t2 , and 0 otherwise. Solutions at each node are found using the following modified formulation of the MP:
subject to: ÿ rPR z r ď m,
ÿ rPR a tr z r ď 1, @t PT ,
ÿ rPR a tr z r`y ě 1, @t P ET,
ÿ rPR b cr z r`y ě 1, @c P C,
y ě 0, z r P t0, 1u @r P R.
Visits are enforced by the new constraints (10) and (11) . The dual values of these additional constraints are accounted for in the reduced costs appropriately. As the branching scheme can cause F 1 to be infeasible, we detect it with an artificial non-negative variable y that carries a large negative coefficient p´M q in the objective. If the solution to F 1 has a non-zero value for y, the corresponding node can be pruned by infeasibility. The forthcoming theorem proves that the target branching and target connection branching defined above is sufficient for the B&P algorithm to obtain an optimal solution to the D-DTOP i.e., it proves the exhaustivness of our branching scheme. Proof. First, it is not difficult to see that if a solution to the linear relaxation of the MP has integral flows into every target, then the flow between any pair of targets is integral and that any fractional path that visits a sequence of targets would have one or more fractional paths that visit the same targets in exactly the same sequence. All these paths have the same objective value since the profits associated with any vertex in a particular target is the same. Furthermore, the pricing algorithm in Sec. 5.2 guarantees that every path (column) generated and added to the RMP satisfies the budget constraints. Hence, choosing one arbitrary path for each target visit sequence from the set of fractional paths that correspond to the same target visit sequence would result an integral solution to the MP with the same objective value.
The above theorem indicates that if the solution to the linear relaxation to the MP is has fractional flows into one or more vertices and integral flows into one or more targets, then it can be pruned by optimality. This makes the branching scheme exhaustive and precludes the need to branch on vertex or vertex connection visits.
A note on concurrent implementation of the branch-and-price algorithm. The branching scheme presented in the previous section along with the column generation procedure in Sec. 5.1 is used to implement a concurrent B&P algorithm to solve the D-DTOP. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that develops a concurrent implementation of the branch-and-price algorithm. We implemented it using coroutines [17] in a Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) framework [12] . The implementation of the algorithm, along with its sequential counterpart has been open-sourced and is available at https://github.com/sujeevraja/fixed-wing-drone-orienteering.
Computational results
In this section, we discuss the computational results of the branch-and-price algorithm. The algorithm was implemented in the Kotlin programming language with CPLEX 12.7 as the LP solver. All experiments were performed on an Intel
Broadwell E5-2695 processor with a base clock rate of 2.10 GHz and a RAM of 128 GB. All computation times reported are expressed in seconds. We imposed a time limit of 1 hour for each run of the algorithm.
Instance generation
The performance of the algorithm was tested using the standard benchmark library for the TOP (https://www.mech.kuleuven.be/en/cib/op#section-3)
on instances with a maximum of 65 targets. The total number of instances that satisfy this criteria is 189. For each of these instances, three D-DTOP variants were generated with p2, 4, 6q discretizations of heading angles. Possible heading angles for an instance at each target were obtained by uniformly discretizing the set r0, 2πq. For every vehicle, the turn radius was set to 1 unit and the length of the path from vertex p P V t to q P V u for distinct targets t, u P T is computed as the shortest Dubins path from target t to target u with angle of departure and arrival set to β p and β q , respectively. In summary, the number of instances of for the D-DTOP totals to 567.
Performance of the branch-and-price algorithm
The first set of computational experiments were designed to evaluate the performance of the concurrent B&P algorithm equipped with I-DSSR to solve pricing problems. Table 1 presents the number of instances that were optimal, infeasible and timed-out respectively. 70 out of the total 567 instances timedout and the remaining instances were either solved to optimality or proved to be infeasible. It is also important to note that 116 instances were proved to be infeasible. This is unlike the euclidean TOP where all the instances are feasible.
This illustrates the value of modeling kinematic constraints when formulating
VRPs involving fixed-wing drones: a path that is feasible when not taking into account the kinematic constraints could potentially be infeasible for the drone.
Another trend revealed from Table 1 is that as the number of heading angle discretizations is increased, the number of infeasible instances decreases. This aligns with the intuition that increasing the heading angle discretizations at each target increases the search space thereby increasing the chance of finding a feasible solution to the D-DTOP.
We now present the exhaustive results of all runs that were optimal for at least one of the discretization values. Tables 2 -5 present these results for different numbers of targets. Nomenclature used in these tables is as follows: n:
instance name, rub: LP relaxation value at the root node of the branch-andbound tree, lb: optimal objective value, nn: number of nodes explored in the branch-and-bound tree, and time: computation time in seconds.
In Tables 2 -5 , the instances for which the 'time' column contains a value of 3600.00 timed-out. For all such instances, the column 'opt' is the objective value of the best feasible solution obtained. Also, whenever an instance timedout, if it has a '-' in the 'rub' column, it implies that the root relaxation failed to solve to optimality within the time limit. Finally, instances that were proved to be infeasible contain a '-' in both 'rub' and 'opt' columns. In the next section, we show the effectiveness of I-DSSR to solve pricing problems by comparing it with traditional DSSR. 
Comparison of I-DSSR with DSSR
To show the impact of I-DSSR, we use the following two algorithms for solving, (i) B&P with I-DSSR (ii) B&P with DSSR. We use sequential implementations for both cases for a fair comparison. Only instances with p32, 33q targets solved to optimality by version (i) were chosen to present the comparison; this criteria resulted in 29 instances. Among these, only 16 instances were solved to optimality with version (ii) and the remaining 13 instances timed-out.
This alone highlights the speedup that I-DSSR can offer. Detailed results for these instances are shown in Table 6 . Relevant nomenclature is as follows: n: 
Value of concurrency
To show the computational impact of the concurrent B&P algorithm on the D-DTOP, we selected all instances that were solved to optimality by the sequential implementation of the B&P algorithm in which branching occurred and the total run time for the sequential algorithm was greater than 5 seconds.
This selection criteria resulted in a total of 60 instances. A histogram of the relative improvement in the computation time obtained by the concurrent B&P algorithm for the D-DTOP is shown in Fig. 6 . Finally, Fig. 7 summarizes the results in the current and previous sections using a bar chart.
Conclusion and future work
This paper formulates a team orienteering problem for fixed-wing drones and presents a comprehensive B&P algorithm to solve the problem to optimality. Apart from the exact algorithm, it develops a new I-DSSR procedure to accelerate the pricing problem's solution strategy. This acceleration scheme is fairly general and can be used for any labeling algorithm that uses DSSR. The effectiveness of I-DSSR is corroborated through extensive computational experiments. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, we also present the first ever for use by the research community. Future work would focus on extending approaches presented in this paper to a wider class of vehicle routing problems with fixed-wing drones.
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